
Naïv� Nymph�
Do you crave to experience the best sex of your life? Do you wish that you could forget the
sexual encounters of your past so you can just lay back and enjoy the moment? Maybe it’s time
that you experience sex again in a whole new way!

Learn to forget everything that you know about sex while becoming hornier and more and more
submissive in the process. Learn that you are sexier and more fuckable the cuter that you act as
you entice your romantic partners into fucking you in exactly the ways that they desire. Learn to
crave the sexual attention of others around you as you become hornier and hornier at the idea
of being used for someone else’s personal pleasure. Become a blank slate sexually and learn
how to please others in the best possible way without being held up by any unnecessary
baggage from your past.

Easily adapt to the erotic preferences of others. Erase your sexual baggage and gain a lifetime
of experience as the sultry goddess that you have always craved and desired to be.

✧ Easily forgetting everything that I have ever learned about sex.
✧ Becoming a completely blank slate for my romantic partner’s sexual desires.
✧ Knowing that I crave to be fucked in all of the erotic ways that my dominant lovers desire

in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Preferring to be submissive and obedient and receptive to the sexual advances of

others.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I have ever learned about sex and becoming a

completely blank slate for my romantic partner to write their own sexual desires on.
✧ Easily adapting to the sexual preferences of the people that I desire to fuck.
✧ Knowing that the more that I follow the sexual commands of others, the happier I will be.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I have ever learned about sex and becoming a

completely blank slate for my romantic partner to experience all of their sexual desires.
✧ Craving the sexual attention of others.
✧ Feeling turned on and horny and aroused whenever I am touched sexually.
✧ Remembering that I am a completely fuckable and arousing and desirable sexual being.
✧ Needing to be fucked by dominant strangers in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Remembering how I have always desired to be used as a submissive fuck toy for

someone else’s personal pleasure.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I have ever learned about sex.
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✧ Easily adapting to the erotic preferences of others.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I know about sex in order to be the best sexual partner

that I can possibly be.
✧ Knowing that I am happiest in my life whenever I have someone to tell me what to do.
✧ Easily forgetting every sexual memory that I have ever had in my past.
✧ Craving to be fucked by each and every sexy stranger that I see.
✧ Craving to be used by others sexually.
✧ Preferring to be submissive and obedient to my dominant sexual partners.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I know about sex and replacing it with the sexual

preferences of my romantic partners.
✧ Forgetting every memory that I have of being nervous or anxious during any sexual

encounters I have ever had.
✧ Never having an orgasm without the help of my sexual partner.
✧ Intuitively knowing that my sexual partner is aware of what is best for me in my life.
✧ Being submissive and obedient in order to receive more sexual pleasure from my

beautiful and erotic lover.
✧ Preferring to be called cute and adorable and sweet by the hunky strangers that I desire

to fuck.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I know about my past sexual experiences.
✧ Turned on and horny whenever I am told how good of a slut I am by my romantic

partner.
✧ Thinking about how much I desire to please my beautiful and dominant partner by doing

everything that they desire for me to do sexually.
✧ Craving for my romantic partner to tell me what to do in order to sexually excite them.
✧ Enjoying the attention of sexy strangers wherever I go.
✧ Finding myself hornier and aroused and turned on whenever I am around sexy

strangers.
✧ Forgetting everything that I know about sex.
✧ Fantasizing about being used and fucked by the beautiful and erotic people around me.
✧ Feeling comfortable and relaxed and fulfilled in my life whenever I am being fucked.
✧ Imagining myself being fucked by hunky strangers in the sexy and erotic places that they

desire.
✧ Knowing that I am a dirty little slut who loves being fucked in any way that their sexy

lover pleases.
✧ Craving to be used and fucked and commanded by my romantic partner.
✧ Craving the sexual attention of others.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am being fucked by my dominant lover.
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✧ Easily forgetting everything that I know about sex.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and accomplished whenever I am being used for someone

else’s sexual pleasure.
✧ Knowing that I am prettier and sexier and more desirable whenever I am sexually

submissive.
✧ Craving the attention of sexually confident and dominant strangers.
✧ Feeling happy and satisfied and fulfilled whenever I am pleasing my romantic and sexual

partners in all of the erotic ways that they desire to be pleased.
✧ Craving the sexual pleasure of others whenever I am horny.
✧ Loving the feeling of having my body completely controlled by another person.
✧ Completely forgetting everything that I know about sex whenever I come.
✧ Feeling happy and content and fulfilled whenever I am pleasing others sexually.
✧ Knowing that I am perfectly fuckable and seductive and desirable as long as I act like the

beautiful and erotic and submissive women that I love to idolize.
✧ Obsessed with trying out new, sexual experiences each and every day.
✧ Never feeling confident about myself unless I am being a perfectly submissive sexual

partner for all of the people that I love and desire to fuck.
✧ Thinking about how great sex will be if I can just forget all of the sexual baggage from my

past and just lay back and enjoy the moment.
✧ Preferring to give up control sexually in order to feel relaxed and comfortable and loved

in my future.
✧ Forgetting every sexual thought and feeling that does not relate to how turned on I am

towards being fucked like the little slut that I have always craved to be.
✧ Fantasizing about how erotic and arousing it would be to let my lover use me sexually in

any way that they desire.
✧ Craving to be fucked and used sexually in any way that my dominant lover desires.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and confident whenever I make my romantic partner come.
✧ Feeling horny and submissive and turned on whenever I let someone else be in control

of my sexual pleasure.
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